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ABSTRACT 

In view of current epidemic Covid testing plays a crucial part in fighting the epidemic. The main end of this 

design is to design a fully automated instant contactless Covid testing cell system by which person details is 

covered using RFID technology. This design makes use of micro regulator. It acts as heart of the design. This 

onboard computer can efficiently communicate with the affair and input modules which are being used. We use 

regulator memory to leave some set of assembly instructions. When the micro regulator gets the data from the 

RFID Reader, Automatically the label details related to the person along with the sample collection details will 

be transferred as an SMS along with the test results to the stored mobile number. The system also provides 

both audible and visual cautions using TV and Buzzer.  During the epidemic period, testing of Covid is a crucial 

part in order to fight the contagious contagion. It’s relatively significant that this Covid testing is being carried 

out only in the Covid testing centers, but there are a lot of disadvantages with regard to homemade testing 

methodology. The reason being some of the tests are time consuming and delayed, wherein it’s subordinated to 

mortal crimes due to a large quantum of sample collection.  

Keywords: - microcontroller, Power force, RFID label,RFID anthology, Wi-Fi ESP8266 module, GSM modem etc.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Internet of things (IoT) is fleetly adding technology. IoT is the network of physical objects or effects bedded with 

electronics, software, detectors, and network connectivity. which enables these objects to collect and change 

data? In this paper, we're developing a system which will automatically test the person with covid incontinently 

with contactless testing cell. This design makes use of an onboard computer, which is generally nominated as 

micro regulator. It acts as heart of the design. This onboard computer can efficiently communicate with the affair 

and input modules which are being used. The regulator is handed with some internal memory to hold the law. 

This memory is used to leave some set of assembly instructions into the regulator. And the functioning of the 

regulator is dependent on these assembly instructions. The design of this system is veritably important sensitive 

and should be handled with utmost care because uniting RFID anthology and GSM to the micro regulator is 

sensitive. So, every small parameter should be given high significance while designing the interfacing circuit 

because if we use single sided board also lot of corridors are being used in a small space also it may be delicate to 

make a single sided board without jumping over traces with a string. The main idea is to design a fully automated 

instant contactless COVID testing cell system by which person details is covered using RFID technology. It's used 

for icing the person details like name, Aadhar checkup specific information by which the system completely 

isolates the test person from the stoner and also makes the process presto and error free by automating 

enrollment process too. When the Micro regulator gets the data from the RFID Reader, Automatically the label 

details related to the person along with the sample collection details will be transferred as an SMS along with the 

test results to the stored mobile number. therefore, we completely automate the Covid cell testing process, 

making it  briskly, safer and error free to help fight the epidemic in a better manner. 

II. MODELING AND ANALYSIS 

IOT INSTANT CONTACTLESS COVED TESTING BOOTH AUTOMATION 

3.1 Block diagram 
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The design can be enforced with following as we No need for separate enrollment, the system uses RFID 

technology for instant Aadhar card checkup enrollment details covering. The Test person provides the sample 

number of the person from inside the cell using handed RFID label. The system uses buzzer to inform case that 

his test is done and coming person to come forward. The data collected by the time is transferred over to Lab 

using IOT ESP8266 Wi- Fi module automatically ahead coming person comes ahead. The lab in- charge can view 

the no of samples tested in real time and can modernize sample test results too on IOT garçon through Wi- Fi 

module. When lab in- charge updates test result of a sample, an SMS using GSM modem is incontinently 

transferred to the separate person by the system itself. therefore, we completely automate the Covid cell testing 

process, making it briskly, safer and error free to help fight the epidemic in a better manner. This design makes 

use of an onboard computer, which is generally nominated as micro regulator. It acts as heart of the design. 

This onboard computer can efficiently communicate with the affair and input modules which are being used. 

The regulator is handed with some internal memory to hold the law. This memory is used to leave some set of 

assembly instructions into the regulator. And the functioning of the regulator is dependent on these assembly 

instructions. 

III. WORKING 

The main working of our is it sense the temperature, after sensing it provides message to the doctor or patients 

both. In this project RFID (Radio frequency identification) is used which read the unique RFID card. Then 

ultrasonic sensor senses the range of human up to 2m or also we can vary it up to 3m. After that temperature 

sensor measure the temperature in human body in degree Celsius and also degree Fahrenheit. Then it provides 

data to Arduino UNO AT mega (328) and further procedure is done in Arduino UNO after that it shows the data 

on the display and also it sends the information to GSM (Global system for mobile communication) model. GSM 

model is used to sends message to doctor and patients also.  

IV. COMPONENTS USED 
1. Arduino UNO (AT mega 328)  

Arduino is an open- source electronics platform grounded on easy- to- use tackle and software. Arduino boards 

are suitable to read inputs- light on a detector, a cutlet on a button, or a Twitter communication- and turn it into 

an affair- cranking a motor, turning on an LED.  

2.  RFID Reader  

The RFID anthology is a network- connected device that can be movable or permanently attached. It uses radio 

swells to transmit signals that spark the label. Once actuated, the label sends a surge back to the antenna, where 

it’s restated into data. The transponder is in the RFID label itself.   
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3. Ultrasonic detector  

Ultrasonic detectors work by emitting sound swells at a frequence too high for humans to hear. They also stay 

for the sound to be reflected back, calculating distance grounded on the time needed. This is analogous to how 

radar measures the time it takes a radio surge to return after hitting an object.  

4.  Temperature detector 

 A temperature detector is an electronic device that measures the temperature of its terrain and converts the 

input data into electronic data to record, cover, or signal temperature changes.  

5.  GSM modem 

A GSM modem or GSM module is a device that uses GSM mobile telephone technology to give a wireless data 

link to a network. GSM modems are used in mobile telephones and other outfit that communicates with mobile 

telephone networks. They use SIMs to identify their device to the network. 

V. APPLICATIONS 
1. Hospitals 

2. Laboratories 

3. Outdoor testing booths 

4. School & College 

5. Entertainment Zone & Areas 

6. Transport Locations 

7. Religious Spots  

8. Companies & Industries  

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The design" IOT INSTANT CONTACTLESS COVID TESTING BOOTH AUTOMATION" was designed a fully 

automated instant contactless COVID testing cell system by which person details are covered using RFID 

technology. The data collected by the time is transferred over to Lab using IOT ESP8266 Wi- Fi module 

automatically ahead coming person comes ahead. The lab in- charge can view the no of samples tested in real 

time and can modernize sample test results too on IOT garçon through Wi- Fi module along with test result of a 

sample. an SMS using GSM modem is incontinently transferred to the separate person by the system itself. 

VII. CONCLUSION 
 

The being model presents an Integrating point of all the tackle factors which has been used and developed in it 

with Arduino. The Presence of each and every module has been reasoned out and placed veritably precisely. 

Hence the contributing to the stylish working unit for" IOT INSTANT CONTACTLESS COVID TESTING BOOTH 

AUTOMATION" Secondly, using largely advanced ICs with the help of growing technology, the design has been 

successfully enforced. therefore, the design has been successfully designed and tested. 
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